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1. Introduction 
When I write about Tesla, I write (mostly) about their battery electric vehicles (BEVs). 
Rarely do I suffer from a lack of material regarding this subject, but I guess we are 
currently in the summer doldrums, because I am running short of new news for the Tesla 
BEVs. About a week ago, I thought I might need to push this post into August. However 
suddenly, some material on major Tesla Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) have 
come to light. Then several interesting pieces about the BEVs popped up, and suddenly 
I have enough material for a post (albeit a minor one). 

The last post on this subject, in May, is described and posted below. 

Tesla 2021 Update: I am starting to write this about a month before I plan to post it, and 
only three months after my last post that dealt heavily with Mr. Musk’s battery electric 
vehicle company. However, such is the pace of developments from said company that 
my “Tesla bucket” is close to overflowing, so I need to start putting these in a paper. 

This post will focus on Tesla Mobility Products, but cover a wide range of subjects, 
including: 

• Production Results 

• Manufacturing and Components 

• Future Vehicles 

• Safety 

• Berlin & Shanghai Gigafactories and Texas Terafactory 

https://energycentral.com/c/ec/tesla-2021-update  

I already started out this month with articles on new vehicle shipments, and I will lead 
with this in Section 2, then the BESS News, then the rest of the BEV News. 

2. Q2-2021 Deliveries 
Below are the vehicle deliveries from the second quarter of 2021 along with the past few 
quarters and years for context. 

• 2017, 103,091 (First Model 3) 

• 2018, 244,920 

• 2019, 367,200 

• First quarter 2020, 88,400 (up 40% year over year for quarter, first Model Y) 

• Second quarter 2020, 90,650 (down 5% year over year for quarter due to 
Pandemic) 

https://energycentral.com/c/ec/tesla-2021-update
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• Third quarter 2020, 139,300 (up 44% year over year for quarter) 

• Fourth quarter 2020, 181,200 (up 62% year over year for quarter) 

• Total 2020, 499,550 (up 36% year over year) 

• First quarter 2021, 184,800 (up 109% year over year for quarter, but Fremont 
plant was shut down in mid first quarter 2020 due to Pandemic) 

• Second quarter 2021, 201,250 (Up 122% year over year for quarter, but Q2 
2020 was depressed by Pandemic, first redesigned Model S, including Plaid) 

3. BESS News 

3.1. Godzilla Awakens 
A new 142-Tesla Megapack project has been turned on in California’s Ventura County to 
create a giant new battery that is replacing a gas peaker plant.1 

 

Note that I covered the start of this project in the earlier post: “Battery Energy Storage 
Projects & Developments,” Feb 2020. 

The project is called the Saticoy battery storage system, and it came about when the 
local community in Oxnard fought against having a new gas-powered peaker plant to 
help respond to the energy demand during peak times. 

Instead, they settled on a proposal from Arevon Asset Management (Arevon), a 
renewable energy company, to deploy a massive 100 megawatt/400 megawatt-hour 
battery system to help power the peak energy demand. 

The community was about to get a polluting gas power plant near the beach, and 
instead, they now have one of the largest energy storage sites in US, and it was 
deployed in just nine months. 

                                                 
1 Fred Lambert, Electrek, “142 Tesla Megapacks power on to create giant new battery, replacing gas peaker 

plant in California,” June 30, 2021, https://electrek.co/2021/06/30/tesla-megapacks-power-on-battery-

replacing-gas-peaker-plant-california/  

https://electrek.co/2021/06/30/tesla-megapacks-power-on-battery-replacing-gas-peaker-plant-california/
https://electrek.co/2021/06/30/tesla-megapacks-power-on-battery-replacing-gas-peaker-plant-california/
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The Tesla Megapacks receive electricity from Southern California Edison (SCE) under 
the terms of a 20-year purchase and sale agreement. 

It releases the electricity back into the grid during peak demand times when it’s most 
valuable as it avoids using gas peaker plants. 

The battery system also helps reduce grid outages. 

It can virtually power Oxnard for four hours or all of Ventura County for 30 minutes… 

It helped Tesla’s energy storage deployment, which also includes Powerwalls and 
Powerpacks, grow to a record 3 GWh in 2020. 

The company is on pace to beat that in 2021 with deployment growing 71% year-over-
year during the first quarter… 

3.2. And Godzilla’s Texas Nephew? 
A Tesla subsidiary registered as Gambit Energy Storage is quietly building a more than 
100 megawatt energy storage project in Angleton, Texas, a town roughly 40 miles south 
of Houston. A battery that size could power about 20,000 homes on a hot summer day. 
Workers at the site kept equipment under cover and discouraged onlookers, but a Tesla 
logo could be seen on a worker’s hardhat, and public documents helped confirm the 
company’s role.2 

4. Other BEV News 

4.1. Continuing Issues with Giga-Berlin, and possible fix 
I covered this subject in the last Tesla Post, “Tesla 2021 Update,” which is described 
and linked in the Introduction. 

Tesla Giga Berlin is still waiting for final environmental approval from Brandenburg’s 
State Office for the Environment (LfU). Despite this, the state’s Minister of Economics, 
Jörg Steinbach, remains hopeful that Tesla will produce its first vehicle in Giga Berlin by 
the end of this year.3 

“I hope that the first car that comes off the production line will be born in 2021,” 
Steinbach stated. Initially, Gigafactory Berlin production was scheduled to start this 
month. The company planned to produce 500,000 Tesla Model 3 and Tesla Model Y 
vehicles in Giga Berlin every year. However, Tesla has not received final approval for 
Giga Berlin’s construction or production.  

In June, Tesla submitted new documents to the State Office for the Environment. Some 
of the documents related to the construction of a battery cell manufacturing site on Giga 
Berlin’s grounds. The documents also revealed that Tesla plans to expand the press 

                                                 
2 Joseph Choi, Bloomberg via MSN News, “Elon Musk quietly constructing energy project in Texas: 

report,” March 8, 2021, https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/elon-musk-quietly-constructing-energy-

project-in-texas-report/ar-BB1enscO  
3 Maria Merano, Teslarati, “Tesla Giga Berlin: Minister still hopeful for 2021 launch despite final approval 

delay,” July 5, 2021, https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-giga-berlin-final-approval-delay-minister  

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/elon-musk-quietly-constructing-energy-project-in-texas-report/ar-BB1enscO
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/elon-musk-quietly-constructing-energy-project-in-texas-report/ar-BB1enscO
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-giga-berlin-final-approval-delay-minister
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shop by adding two more press lines. The company also plans to reduce the body shop 
into one production line. 

Tesla’s revision to Giga Berlin’s plans will need to go through another set of rounds in 
the approval process. Until July 17, the modifications are accessible to the public, who 
can raise objections to the changes until August 16. Then, the LfU decides whether the 
objections need further discussion, which may lengthen the approval process even 
more. 

Fortunately, Tesla may have a workaround. 

Per the source here,4 Tesla has increased Model Y production targets for the third and 
fourth quarters for Giga Shanghai to export them to Europe in order to cut into the 
European Order backlog for this vehicle. This was necessary due to delays in the 
completion of Giga Berlin, specifically with the construction permits and the production of 
the 4680 batteries (which Model Ys made in Europe will use).  

A further indication that supports Tesla’s Plan B for Europe comes from this source.5 

Tesla Model Y deliveries for Europe are expected to start in the third quarter. Tesla has 
already sent out emails to reservation holders, estimating an August delivery date… 

The Tesla Model Y delivered to Germany would likely come from Giga Shanghai, which 
has been exporting Model 3s to Europe for quite some time. In June, Tesla China 
exported 5,017 Model 3 sedans to Europe. Tesla China has also started offering the 
Model Y Standard Range for the local market, likely paving the way for the company to 
export the Model Y Long Range to Europe. 

Tesla’s vehicles from Shanghai are primarily equipped with Lithium Iron Phosphate 
(LFP) batteries and are cobalt-free… 

Initially, Tesla may have planned to produce Model Ys in Germany. Gigafactory Berlin 
was originally supposed to start production this year. However, Brandenburg’s State 
Office of the Environment has not released a final approval for Tesla’s car plant yet. 
Local environmental groups remain determined to derail the facility as well. 

The problem with this strategy is that many of customers that have ordered Model Y 
expect the upgraded Model Y from Giga Berlin, not the Giga Shanghai version. The 
former will have the 4680 structural batteries and other upgrades. 

On the other hand, this could be part of Elon’s plan to outwait and outwit the German 
Bureaucrats, and continue to sell Chinese cars until they give in to him. 

Based on the above, I believe the best case is for the first Tesla to roll off of the Giga 
Berlin in November, 2021, and the worst case is sometime in 2022 or maybe 2023.  

                                                 
4 Gustavo Henrique Ruffo, Autoevolution, “Tesla Will Supply China-Made Model Y to Europe Due to 

Giga Grunheide's Delays,” June 15, 2021, https://www.autoevolution.com/news/tesla-will-supply-europe-

with-mic-model-y-due-to-giga-grunheide-s-delays-163268.html  
5 Maria Merano, Teslarati, “Tesla Model Y orders open in Europe with Q3 delivery estimate,” July 9, 2021, 

https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-model-y-europe-deliveries-in-q3/  

https://www.autoevolution.com/news/tesla-will-supply-europe-with-mic-model-y-due-to-giga-grunheide-s-delays-163268.html
https://www.autoevolution.com/news/tesla-will-supply-europe-with-mic-model-y-due-to-giga-grunheide-s-delays-163268.html
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-model-y-europe-deliveries-in-q3/
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4.2. Cybertruck 
Interestingly enough, Musk actually specified one of the new features that the 
Cybertruck’s final iteration would have. According to the CEO, the vehicle would have 
rear-wheel steering capabilities, which should allow the Cybertruck to perform tight turns 
and maneuver through tricky terrains with high agility. Such a feature would be incredibly 
useful, especially among those who are fond of taking their pickups on adventures. Musk 
also mentioned “lots of other great things” that are coming, though whether this 
statement was for the Cybertruck alone was unclear. 6 

Being a large truck, it is pertinent for the Cybertruck to be as maneuverable as possible. 
Together with its dynamic air suspension feature, the Cybertruck’s four wheel steering 
could help the vehicle in events such as Baja, which Elon Musk has hinted at in the past. 
The Baja 500 and Baja 1000 are extreme, deadly endurance races across a literal 
desert, so the Cybertruck would have to be extremely nimble and capable just to finish 
the event in one piece. The Tesla Cybertruck has already received a Baja challenge 
from Glickenhaus, who’s hydrogen-powered Boot has already finished the 1000-mile 
race… 

The Tesla Cybertruck is expected to start initial deliveries later this year, though this is 
dependent on Gigafactory Texas’ progress. So far, however, it appears that Giga Texas’ 
construction is going well, which means that at least the first batches of the Cybertruck 
may actually be delivered to customers’ hands before the end of the year. 

4.3. Model S Plaid 
The excitement was palpable at the base of Pikes Peak as this year’s racecars lined up 
for their attempt at conquering the treacherous mountain. The mountain already won a 
round this year, as its weather conditions forced the Pikes Peak committee to shorten 
the course. Yet as legendary racecar driver Randy Pobst lined up his black Tesla Model 
S Plaid on the starting line, the atmosphere seemed electric. 7 

The Tesla Model S Plaid racecar with parts from tuning house Unplugged Performance 
had been baring its fangs at Pikes Peak all week. Fresh off its dramatic comeback story 
last year with their Model 3 Performance racecar, Pobst and the Unplugged team were 
looking to complete some unfinished business. Last year’s Model 3 Performance, after 
all, finished the Pikes Peak Hill Climb after a heroic effort to rebuild the car following a 
major crash, but thermal issues prohibited the vehicle from completing the run at full 
power. 

Pobst and the Unplugged Performance team came back to Pikes Peak this year with a 
vengeance. Armed with Tesla’s most powerful production car to date and some of the 
tuning house’s premier upgrades, the team proved to be a force to be reckoned with, 
effectively dominating its peers at the Exhibition Class in practice runs. Perhaps this was 
the reason why the Model S Plaid was loudly cheered as it prepared to begin its ascent. 
The cheers only got louder as the black Tesla launched at full power from the starting 
line.  

                                                 
6 Simon Alvarez, Teslarati, “Tesla’s Elon Musk talks final Cybertruck design and new feature that boosts 

agility,”, July 4, 2021, https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-cybertruck-final-design-features-confirmed-elon-musk  
7 Simon Alvarez, Teslarati, “Tesla Model S Plaid wins Pikes Peak’s Exhibition Class in dominating 

fashion,” June 27, 2021, https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-model-s-plaid-dominates-pikes-peak-video/  

https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-cybertruck-final-design-features-confirmed-elon-musk
https://www.teslarati.com/tesla-model-s-plaid-dominates-pikes-peak-video/
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Prior to the Model S Plaid, the Exhibition Class had been dominated by Nick Robinson in 
his 2017 Acura NSX, which completed the run in 7:14.704 on the shortened track. This 
was very impressive especially considering that immediately following it was another 
NSX, which finished its run in 7:53.615, about 40 seconds slower. A 2021 Model 3 
driven by Joshua Allan completed the shortened course in a respectable 8:16.778 while 
another Model 3 driven by Dai Yoshihara encountered issues and finished its run in 
11:41.162. 

At some point, it seemed like Robinson and his NSX were all but certain to win this 
year’s Exhibition Class, but there was one more car waiting for its turn — the Model S 
Plaid. Accelerating at incredible speeds right out of the gate, Randy Pobst furiously 
attacked Pikes Peak with his Tesla, putting on a masterclass in driving. It did not take 
long before the Model S Plaid took the shortened course’s final corner, crossing the 
finish line in defining fashion. It’s time on the shortened Pikes Peak course was 
6:57.220, effectively dethroning Robinson’s Acura NSX from the Exhibition Class’ 
summit… 

5. BEV and BESS? 
By the end of this year or 2022, Tesla will own four battery production facilities: 

 Gigafactory 1 in Nevada 

 The Kato Road Pilot 4680 production facility in Fremont, CA 

 Texas Gigafactory 4680 production facility 

 Berlin Gigafactory 4680 production facility (maybe as late as 2023) 

Also Tesla buys batteries from other major manufacturers. 

 It used Samsung batteries for its first major Australian Project. 

 It uses LG Energy Solution and CATL batteries for Giga Shanghai BEVs. 

 Panasonic is a part-owner of Gigafactory 1 

Tesla has signed a new long-term battery cell agreement with CATL… amid the race to 
secure a large battery supply in the auto industry.8 

The electric vehicle revolution is in need of an insane amount of batteries in order to 
keep growing at a high pace. 

New production capacity is being snapped up by automakers as soon as it is being 
made available — often before new battery factories are even built… 

CATL has rapidly grown into the largest battery cell manufacturer in China. 

                                                 
8 Fred Lambert, Electrek, “Tesla signs new battery cell agreement with CATL in race to secure large 

battery supply,” June 28th, 2021, https://electrek.co/2021/06/28/tesla-signs-battery-cell-agreement-with-

catl-race-secure-large-supply/  

https://electrek.co/2021/06/28/tesla-signs-battery-cell-agreement-with-catl-race-secure-large-supply/
https://electrek.co/2021/06/28/tesla-signs-battery-cell-agreement-with-catl-race-secure-large-supply/
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It started with electric buses, but its battery cells are now commonly used in many EVs 
produced in China, and the company is building new battery factories around the world 
to support EV production in other markets. 

Now, CATL has announced that it has signed a new “Production Pricing Agreement” that 
will secure battery cell supply between January 2022 and December 2025. 

The company wrote in a press release: 

“The signing of the agreement represents Tesla’s further recognition of the product 
quality and production capacity of the company’s batteries, which is conducive to 
strengthening the long-term and stable cooperative relationship between the company 
and Tesla, and in line with the interests of the company and its shareholders.” 

…Tesla’s partnership with CATL has already been really useful for the automaker to 
ramp up production at Gigafactory Shanghai by starting Model 3 production with lithium-
iron battery cells. 

Note that lithium-iron calls are also used for Tesla’ Megapack BESS. 

6. Final Note 
I’m writing a major paper on large-to-medium trucks that will be posted in late August. 
There is a section in there reserved for the Tesla Semi and I hope to have some new 
content on this by then.  


